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Casagrand J, Semsar K. Redesigning a course to help students achieve higher-order cognitive thinking skills: from goals and mechanics to student outcomes. Adv Physiol Educ 41: 194–202, 2017; doi:10.1152/advan.00102.2016.—Here we describe a 4-yr course reform and its outcomes. The upper-division neurophysiology course gradually transformed from a traditional lecture in 2004 to a more student-centered course in 2008, through the addition of evidence-based active learning practices, such as deliberate problem-solving practice on homework and peer learning structures, both inside and outside of class. Due to the incremental nature of the reforms and absence of pre-reform learning assessments, we needed a way to retrospectively assess the effectiveness of our efforts. To do this, we first looked at performance on 12 conserved exam questions. Students performed significantly higher post-reform on questions requiring lower-level cognitive skills and those requiring higher-level cognitive skills. Furthermore, student performance on conserved questions was higher post-reform in both the top and bottom quartiles of students, although lower-quartile student performance did not improve until after the first exam. To examine student learning more broadly, we also used Bloom’s taxonomy to quantify a significant increase in the Bloom’s level of exams, with students performing equally well post-reform on exams that had over twice as many questions at higher cognitive skill levels. Finally, we believe that four factors provided critical contributions to the success of the course reform, including: transformation efforts across multiple course components, alignment between formative and evaluative course materials, student buy-in to transformation efforts across multiple course components, alignment between formative and evaluative course materials, student buy-in to course instruction, and instructional support. This reform demonstrates both the effectiveness of incorporating student-centered, active learning into our course, and the utility of using Bloom’s level as a metric to assess course reform.
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The following is a description of a major revision to an upper division, undergraduate neurophysiology course. Over 4 yr, the same instructor (author JC) taught this course and incrementally incorporated evidence-based, active learning approaches. While active learning approaches have a wealth of support that they improve student learning (23, 36, 53), implementation in classrooms is sometimes met with mixed success (4, 39, 43, 49, 50). In addition, the neurophysiology course revisions required both substantial time to develop and refine and increased the workload for students and graduate teaching assistants (TAs). Because of these factors, we sought to justify the added workload and determine whether the implementation of active learning improved student learning and conceptual understanding.

Because the course reforms occurred incrementally over time without the original intention of measuring student learning before and after reform, it was difficult to use standard research techniques to assess changes in student learning such as pre-/post-assessments or student attitude surveys (e.g., Ref. 48). However, we were able to examine student performance on 12 exam questions that were conserved pre- and post-reform. Then, to more broadly examine student learning, we characterized and compared all of the pre-reform and post-reform exam questions using Bloom’s taxonomy, a widely accepted tool for delineating the cognitive levels of assessments in terms of lower- to higher-order levels of thinking (e.g., Refs. 6, 14, 19, 54). Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives for the cognitive domain (7) identifies six levels of understanding: knowledge/remember, comprehension/understand, application/apply, analysis/analyze, synthesis/create, and evaluation/evaluate (2, 7), with the first two levels generally considered to represent lower levels of understanding [lower-order cognitive skills (LOCS)] and the other four, higher-order levels involving critical thinking [higher-order cognitive skills (HOCs)] (e.g., Refs. 6, 14, 19, 54). Thus Bloom’s taxonomy is a useful tool for evaluating and quantifying the cognitive skill level of the exams before and after the course transformation and an appropriate tool to indirectly address whether the course reforms were effective in improving student learning.

To also examine reasons that could explain why reforms appeared to be improving student learning, we first characterized the Bloom’s level of questions on the new, formative assessments to determine their degree of alignment with the revised exams. We also surveyed students in the post-reform semester to gauge how helpful students thought the course reforms were for their learning.
METHODS

This study was conducted under the Institutional Review Board protocol no. 0108.9 (exempt status).

Course description and student demographics. The neurophysiology course described here is an upper division (junior and senior level), one-semester course for Integrative Physiology majors at the University of Colorado who are generally interested in the allied health professions. In both semesters considered in the study (Fall 2004 = pre-reform; Fall 2008 = post-reform), the course consisted of three, 50-min lectures per week and three exams composed of multiple choice and short answer questions. The course was taught by the same instructor (JC), and the basic course content was the same between semesters and included an overview of nerve cells and behavior, neural signaling and its basis (electrical properties, driving forces, current flow, passive membrane properties, sensory transduction, synaptic transmission and plasticity), and the neural basis for movements (motor units and muscle force, spinal reflex circuits, locomotion and rhythmical behaviors, and voluntary movements). Course prerequisites also did not change and included 1 yr of general biology, 1 yr of chemistry, one semester of statistics, and one semester of physiology. In addition to lecture, there was a required 2-hr laboratory/recitation each week with one-half of the time devoted to recitation and one-half to a laboratory activity. While the laboratory activities did not differ between the semesters, there was a change to how the recitation time was spent. In both pre- and post-reform semesters, time was devoted to addressing student questions about lecture material. However, in the post-reform semester, the recitation also included time to discuss homework questions submitted the previous week.

Typical enrollment in the course varies from 80 to 110 students per semester. In the two semesters considered in the study, there were 82 students in the pre-reform semester and 97 in the post-reform semester. The student populations in both semesters were similar (Table 1) with no significant differences in class standing (i.e., percentage of juniors vs. seniors), cumulative college grade point average (GPA) of students when entering the course, or GPA in major. There was also no significant difference in cumulative GPA between the two semesters for the top quartile or the bottom quartile. We did observe a difference in the ratio of male to female students in the two semesters, with fewer female students in the post-reform semester. However, for neither semester was there a difference between the male and female students in cumulative GPA, GPA in major, or exam performance.

Course revisions. Before 2005, the neurophysiology course was taught in a teacher-centered, traditional lecture format. Although the instructor’s goal for students was to have them be able to apply neurophysiology concepts in new situations and develop more expert-like thinking, not simply memorize facts, it was difficult to challenge students’ understanding of the material on exams, despite spending considerable lecture time on the concepts. In many cases, students could only reproduce information from lecture. For example, students could reproduce a drawing of the phases of an action potential but were not able to predict what effect a potassium or sodium channel blocker would have on the phases of an action potential.

To try to improve students’ abilities to apply neurophysiology concepts, the course was iteratively revised over 4 yr (starting in 2005) by gradually adding evidence-based course reforms (e.g., Refs. 15, 22, 23, 53). While the basic course content was consistent between semesters, the post-reform course placed less emphasis on memorization and more on understanding the content at a more conceptual level. With this shift in philosophy, several different types of course reforms were implemented to provide students structured support with which to meet these goals (Table 2). Each reform, including homework assignments, a homework help room, in-class clicker questions, and explicit learning goals, was designed to serve a specific purpose.

First, in 2005, homework assignments were added to give students both feedback on their mastery of concepts and deliberate practice working with concepts with which they often struggled on exams. This was the first reform because students were already requesting practice with course content before exams. The initial assignments were fairly short (requiring ~15–20 min to complete) and were designed to give students practice working with HOCS questions, including solving problems and articulating their reasoning (17). Assignments also required students to work with LOCS, such as retrieval of facts and vocabulary, which were necessary to complete HOCS questions. Based on positive student responses, these assignments were expanded over the next 3 yr with questions being revised and added. By 2008, homework assignments were due weekly (with the exception of weeks when there was an exam), took a couple of hours to complete, and comprised 15% of a student’s final grade. Graded homework assignments were reviewed in the following week’s recitation (a change to how recitation time was allocated).

While students were always encouraged to work together on homework assignments, in 2008 an infrastructure for peer collaboration and discussion was added by creating an informal, optional homework help room based on principles of peer learning (13, 29, 33). The homework help room was a designated time and place for peers to help one another, with a graduate TA available or the instructor present to answer questions as needed. The homework help room was available for several hours the day before the homework assignment was due. Most students completed the assignment before coming in and then worked in small groups to discuss their answers and reasoning, particularly for questions they were unsure about. When students got stuck or disagreed with one another, the instructor or graduate TA was available to help socratically guide student discussions.

In 2006, the instructor started using a personal response system (a.k.a., “clickers”) to improve student engagement in lecture (15, 33). Clicker questions were presented as multiple-choice questions on a PowerPoint slide. Initially, each lecture averaged 1.5 clicker questions (n = 55 per semester) with a mix of LOCS and HOCS questions. Developing both the homework and clicker questions was an iterative process. Initially homework and clicker questions were sourced from student questions during lecture and office hours, as well as student difficulties and misconceptions on homework assignments and exams. As students responded favorably and reported finding the questions helpful for their learning, the number of clicker questions increased each semester. By Fall 2008, each lecture included 2–6 clicker questions (average of 4 questions per lecture; 177 questions total per semester). Clicker question formats were mostly HOCS and had evolved into what is now recognized as best practice, with students having time to discuss the question with neighbors, report out reasoning, followed by instructor explanations (9, 47). Students received two participation points for answering the question and a bonus point for

Table 1. Comparison of student demographics for the pre-reform and post-reform semesters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-reform (n = 82)</th>
<th>Post-reform (n = 97)</th>
<th>Statistical Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class standing, %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>χ² = 10.15; P = 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative college GPA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.51</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.53</td>
<td>P = 0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top quartile</td>
<td>3.7 ± 0.18</td>
<td>3.7 ± 0.15</td>
<td>P = 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom quartile</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.27</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.17</td>
<td>P = 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex ratio (male/female)</td>
<td>32:68</td>
<td>50:50</td>
<td>χ² = 6.8, P = 0.009*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative college GPA is given as means ± SD; n, no. of subjects. GPA data were not available for a few students (Pre, n = 4; Post, n = 2). Sex was not known for 4 students in the post-reform semester. While there was a difference in the ratio of male and female students, between male and female students there was neither a difference in cumulative GPA (t-test, Pre: P = 0.14; Post: P = 0.31), nor exam performance (t-test, Pre: P = 0.71; Post: P = 0.74).
In Fall 2004 (F04; pre-reform), the course was taught in a traditional lecture format. Homework assignments were introduced in Fall 2005 (F05), clicker questions in Fall 2006 (F06), and a homework help room and explicit learning goals in Fall 2008 (F08) (post-reform).

As a result of these incremental changes, the course exams also gradually changed from 2004 to 2008. By Fall 2008, only 14% of questions (n = 12) remained the same as on the Fall 2004 exams. The reason for these changes was not because of a difference in course content (i.e., topics covered), which was highly conserved, but rather to 1) reflect the instructor’s intention to have students demonstrate a more conceptual understanding of the material; 2) align exams with the homework and clicker questions, and explicit learning goals that were based not only on content, but also on Bloom’s level; and 3) maintain a similar exam average. With regards to the last point, after each exam, the instructor used statistical analyses to determine which questions were discriminating well and modified the exams to eliminate or revise questions that were not discriminating well, including eliminating questions that a high percentage of students answered correctly. As intended, exam means on all but the first exam were similar between pre- and post-reform semesters (Table 4). Finally, for all semesters across the 4 yr, exams were not returned to students. Students were required to come into the instructor’s office to review their exam.

Assessing effectiveness of course reforms. To determine effects of the aforementioned course revisions on student learning of neurophysiology, we performed the following analyses. First, we compared student performance on LOCs and HOCs exam questions that were conserved before and after course reforms. In addition, to determine whether the reforms differentially affected student performance for higher- or lower-performing students, we compared performance on these conserved questions before and after reform among the top and bottom quartiles of scores separately. Top and bottom quartiles were identified separately for each exam.

Second, because the sample size of conserved questions was small [although comparable to many concept inventories (see DISCUSSION; Refs. 27, 38, 46)], we also used Bloom’s taxonomy to assess changes in cognitive levels of exams to get a more complete picture. To decrease bias in the Blooming process, we recruited three independent raters who were sufficiently familiar with the subject matter: two former graduate students currently employed as science teaching fellows (STFs), and one current graduate student. Although raters knew they were categorizing neurophysiology course questions, they were blind to the semester and purpose of the study. Raters were trained in Bloom’s taxonomy and use of a Bloom’s Dichotomous Key (BDK) developed by Semsar and Casagrand (41a). Before raters categorized questions, we first had the course instructor answer question I (Q1) on the BDK (i.e., could students memorize the answer to this specific question?) for all exam questions from both semesters. The instructor based this decision on whether the answer to the question had been taught and could simply be memorized. For example, in lecture, Ohm’s law is presented (i.e., \( V = I \times R \)). If the question was “What is the equation for Ohm’s law?” or “What variables are included in the Ohm’s law equation?”, then students could memorize the answer to the question. However, if the question was “Calculate how much current flows under the following conditions...”, students would need to use their knowledge of Ohm’s law to answer the question, and the answer to that specific question could not be memorized. Once the instructor had answered Q1 of the BDK for all the exam questions, we then had raters use the BDK to categorize the exam questions into one of the six Bloom’s categories: 1) remember, 2) comprehend, 3) apply, 4) analyze, 5) synthesize/create, and 6) evaluate. Interrater reliability was high, with a Krippendorff’s \( \alpha \) of 0.79 (24).
Table 4. Exam scores before and after course reform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-reform</th>
<th>Post-reform</th>
<th>Statistical Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exam 1</td>
<td>73.7 ± 11.6</td>
<td>66.6 ± 16.3</td>
<td><em>P &lt; 0.01</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam 2</td>
<td>75.3 ± 13.5</td>
<td>74.1 ± 13.2</td>
<td><em>P = 0.56</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam 3</td>
<td>70.5 ± 12.0</td>
<td>70.1 ± 14.2</td>
<td><em>P = 0.81</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scores are given as means ± SD. Exam 3 was not cumulative. *Significantly different from pre-reform semester at *P < 0.05; *t*-test.

For statistical analysis of Bloom’s levels, we first assigned a single Bloom’s value (1–6) to each question. To do this, we applied the decision rules published by Zheng et al. (54). Briefly, if at least two of the raters agreed on the same Bloom’s level, that ranking was assigned to the question. If two raters did not agree, we did one of two things. When ratings were sequential (e.g., 2–3–4), we assigned the middle value. When ratings were nonsequential (e.g., 1–2–4), we assigned the arithmetic average. We then assigned noninteger values a category, depending on whether they were within one-half point of the category (rounding up at 0.5). These values were then averaged across all exams in a semester to arrive at three different metrics for comparison: an unweighted Bloom’s average, a simple weighted Bloom’s average (weighting each question by their relative contribution to a student’s total possible score), and the weighted Bloom’s index (weighting each question by their relative contribution to a student’s total possible score, see Ref. 19).

To judge the degree of alignment of course exams and course materials, we also quantified the Bloom’s taxonomic level of all course materials in the post-reform semester, including homework questions (n = 217) and clicker questions (n = 177). As the number of materials was high, only a single rater was used to rate the homework and clicker questions. Finally, to examine student perceptions of the course changes and how useful students found various course activities, we surveyed students in 2008 via an online, anonymous, end-of-semester survey. The survey was administered and analyzed by an independent third-party. Students were asked about their attitudes toward various components of the course, such as how helpful for their learning they found the components (e.g., homework assignments, clicker questions, help room) and how much they enjoyed them.

Data analysis. Data were analyzed statistically using either a *t*-test or *χ²* test, as appropriate, as noted in the RESULTS. A level of significance of 0.05 was used. Normalized learning gains were calculated using the method found in Fagan et al. (18), and effect sizes were calculated using the method of Cohen (10).

RESULTS

With the exception of the lower-performing students on the first exam, overall students were performing as well on post-reform exams as they had before the course improvements (Tables 4 and 5).

Conserved exam questions. On the 12 conserved exam questions, student performance was significantly higher in the post-reform semester (*P = 0.002; *t*-test), changing from 59% (±18.8 SD) pre-reform to 76% (±19.1 SD) post-reform. This represents a normalized learning gain of 42% and an effect size of 0.9.

After Blooming questions, we further separated these conserved questions into LOCS (recall and comprehend; n = 5) and HOCs (apply, analyze, evaluate, synthesis/create; n = 7) and compared the percentage of students in the two semesters who correctly answered each type of question (Fig. 1). We observed that, for both LOCS and HOCs questions, students in the post-reform course performed significantly better, includ-

Table 5. Top and bottom quartile student performance in the pre-reform and post-reform semesters for the three exams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-reform, %</th>
<th>Post-reform, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exam 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top</td>
<td>86.5 ± 3.8</td>
<td>85.3 ± 5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom</td>
<td>57.7 ± 6.3</td>
<td>44.9 ± 7.4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top</td>
<td>89.6 ± 4.3</td>
<td>89.2 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom</td>
<td>56.0 ± 8.7</td>
<td>56.6 ± 7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top</td>
<td>84.3 ± 5.6</td>
<td>85.3 ± 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom</td>
<td>55.0 ± 5.9</td>
<td>51.4 ± 10.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scores are given as means ± SD. *Significantly different from pre-reform semester at *P < 0.05; *t*-test.

ing 21% better on LOCS questions (*t*-test; *P = 0.03; normalized learning gain = 60%, effect size 1.0) and 13% better on HOCs questions (*t*-test; *P = 0.02; normalized learning gain = 44%, effect size 0.7).

To determine whether the course reforms were differentially helping higher-performing or lower-performing students, we compared the pre- and post-reform performance of the top and bottom quartiles of the class on the six conserved questions on the first exam and the six conserved questions combined from the second and third exams. Among higher-performing students, student performance in the post-reform semester was 10% higher on conserved questions on both the first exam (*t*-test; *P = 0.02, normalized learning gain = 50%, effect size 1.2) and 13% higher on the second and third exams (*t*-test; *P = 0.04; normalized learning gain = 62%, effect size 0.6), representing an effect size of 1.2 and 0.6 (Fig. 2). Among lower-performing students, there was no difference in performance on the first exam (*t*-test; *P = 0.44; normalized learning gain = 1%; effect size = 0.05). However, student performance in the post-reform semester was 34% higher on the second and third exams (*t*-test; *P = 0.009; normalized learning gain = 54%; effect size 1.3). Not only did the lower-performing students in the post-reform semester have higher scores on
conserved questions on the latter two exams, the number of students answering these questions correctly doubled from 32% to 66%.

**Blooming exams and course materials.** As shown in Fig. 3, post-reform exams had significantly more questions at the higher Bloom’s levels ($\chi^2; P < 0.001; n = 83, 84$) with the average, unweighted Bloom’s level of 1.8 pre-reform and 3.3 post-reform (Table 6), effect size $= 1.2$. The weighted Bloom’s level (i.e., each question’s Bloom’s category weighted to reflect its point value on the exam) mirrored this change (Table 6). Overall, the number of questions falling into the HOCS categories more than doubled, increasing from 24% to 67%. This was largely due to a dramatic decrease in the number of remember questions and a large increase in the number of analyze questions, as well as the introduction of several create and evaluate questions (Fig. 3). These changes were present on all three exams, as the weighted Bloom’s levels of each exam increased post-reform (exam 1: 2.1 to 3.2, exam 2: 2.1 to 3.7, exam 3: 1.6 to 3.3).

The Bloom’s level of post-reform course materials was compared with the Bloom’s level of exam questions to demonstrate the degree of alignment between the formative and evaluative course materials (Table 7). The in-class clicker questions focused on having students demonstrate comprehension of concepts (42%), while homework questions focused on higher order skills of application and analysis (57%) with some create/synthesis and evaluation (15%).

**Student perceptions.** The post-reform survey in Fall 2008 had a response rate of 90%. In general, the survey indicated that students enjoyed the course activities and felt they helped their understanding and exam preparation. For example, students reported using the learning goals as a study tool to help them focus on the most important material, to organize their notes, or for self-quizzing. Seventy percent of respondents reported using the help room, and all recommended having one in the future. Ninety-one percent of respondents enjoyed the in-class clicker questions, and 90% found them helpful for their understanding. Fifty percent enjoyed the homework assignments, and 22% were neutral. One hundred percent of respondents reported the homework helped their understanding of the course material, including 98% reporting the homework helped with exam preparation and 80% reporting that they felt they did not have to study/cram as much for exams. Students also reported spending an average of 2–6 h per week outside of lecture on the course.

**DISCUSSION**

We believe that many of the lessons learned here will be helpful to instructors who are implementing reform but are still new to scientific pedagogy. In addition, we hope this reform description will be useful to those studying the implementation of scientific teaching by describing factors that were important

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6. Average Bloom’s level for pre- and post-reform exams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unweighted*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Bloom’s Index‡</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average of each question’s Bloom’s category (54). †Average of each question’s Bloom’s category weighted to reflect its point value on the exam (54). ‡Weighting each question by its relative contribution to a student’s total possible score (19).

We believe that many of the lessons learned here will be helpful to instructors who are implementing reform but are still new to scientific pedagogy. In addition, we hope this reform description will be useful to those studying the implementation of scientific teaching by describing factors that were important

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7. Distribution of question types on the practice assignments and post-reform exams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bloom’s Category, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clicker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-reform exam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n, No. of subjects. Bloom’s categories: RR, remember; CM, comprehend; AP, apply; AN, analyze; SC, synthesize/create; EV, evaluate.
to the successful transformation presented here. First, we demonstrate significantly improved student learning in a transformed neurophysiology course using two methods: analyzing student performance on conserved exam questions, and comparing Bloom’s levels of exams. Second, we discuss the key aspects of reform that were instrumental to its success.

Reform was worth the effort. Our primary goal with this work was to determine whether the course revisions were broadly leading to deeper student learning, making them worth the increase in time investment for students, graduate TAs, and the instructor. The effectiveness of using active learning to enhance student learning was supported by student performance on the 12 conserved exam questions. While 12 questions is a small sample, many validated concept inventories designed to assess the effectiveness of changes in instruction are in the range of 11–30 (e.g., Refs. 27, 38, 46). Therefore, while our conserved questions represent a small sample set, we believe they still provide meaningful results. On these conserved questions, student overall performance was significantly higher after the course revisions, with effect sizes greater than the average effect size (0.47) reported by Freeman et al. (20) and in general a very large effect size for education studies (10, 39).

While the reforms were designed to improve higher order learning, results from the conserved questions also suggested students made learning gains in both LOCS and HOCS. We believe that the improvement on LOCS questions may have been due to careful inclusion of LOCS elements within HOCS questions. This may have provided students with context and necessity to acquire the LOCS and prioritize acquisition of this knowledge (35, 37). For example, consider the HOCS question, “What are the directions of the chemical, electrical, and net driving forces acting on K” when the membrane potential is +55 mV?” Answering this requires students to first know what these forces are and whether they are, or are not, influenced by changing the membrane potential (LOCS) and then apply that understanding to this specific situation (HOCS). In addition, as students were getting more structured practice with the concepts and required problem-solving, they were likely working more with the required factual knowledge and thus better able to retrieve such information (35, 37).

Additionally, results from the conserved questions suggested course revisions were helping both lower- and higher-performing students, with the higher- and lower-performing students having comparable learning gains on the latter exams post-reform (Fig. 2). However, while the top-performing students responded by the first exam, the low-performing students took longer to show improvement. Active learning has previously been shown to help both higher-performing (5) and lower-performing students (5, 19, 21). Here we demonstrate that post-reform student performance is significantly higher on the conserved questions of latter exams for students in both the top and bottom quartiles of the course (Fig. 2). This leads to a striking improvement for lower-performing students, as pre-reform they only had 32% of questions correct, while post-reform this doubled to 66%. It may be that the structure of the course supported the learning of the lower-performing students, as increased structure has been shown to decrease failure rates (19). Interestingly, however, while the higher-performing students were already performing better on the first exam, the lower-performing students did not show improvement until the latter exams, which were of equivalent or greater cognitive level. Thus, while a structured learning environment helps lower-performing students, it may take them more time to adapt their study style and embrace the learning opportunities the reforms provided.

In addition to the results of the conserved exam questions, the overall Bloom’s cognitive skill level of all post-reform exam questions more than doubled compared with pre-reform questions (Fig. 3), again representing a large effect size (1.2). As students were performing equally well on these higher-level exams, this is indirect evidence that the course revisions substantially increased student learning in the course. Given the large success of the course reform in allowing students to achieve the ability to perform well on HOCS exams, we will further look into why this course reform was so successful.

Keys to success of course reform. Despite a great deal of research indicating that active learning techniques help students learn more and at deeper conceptual levels (20), several key barriers to reform have been identified, including student push-back (41, 43), lack of supportive pedagogical infrastructure (8, 26), and lack of professional reward and promotion structures (16, 25, 52). If instructors and/or students cannot see the benefits associated with the extra time and effort active learning requires, too often instructors will abandon, rather than refine, their initial attempts at course reform (43, 50, 51). While the course reform chronicled here includes well-documented active learning techniques, its success and large student learning gains in HOCS warrant reflection on why the changes were successful and why they continue to be in place today.

We believe the success of the course reform is largely based on its holistic inclusion of multiple evidence-based teaching strategies. While course revisions were introduced incrementally and continually improved upon, by the end of the 4th yr of course reform many of the fundamental elements of evidence-based pedagogy were in place, such as the loop of guidance/practice/feedback, course alignment, student buy-in, and support infrastructures for both students and the instructor. First, students received more guidance, practice, and frequent and timely feedback, three critical components of successful active learning strategies (12, 23). Through the introduction of concept-based homework, a homework help room, in-class clicker questions, and explicit learning goals based not only on content but also Bloom’s level, students received more guidance through instructor-modeled problem-solving strategies in both lecture and the homework help room (23, 42). Students also received more practice working at the higher cognitive levels, both in lecture through the use of clicker questions and outside of class through challenging homework activities (17). Furthermore, the ability to discuss clicker questions in lecture and work together on problem-solving techniques in the homework help room provided a substantial infrastructure for frequent and timely feedback from the instructor and self-assessment for students to gauge their level of understanding (e.g., Refs. 47, 53). Finally, these opportunities also provided extensive infrastructure for peer learning, a strong influence on HOCS (13, 32).

Second, there was strong alignment of the course goals, formative assessments, and evaluative assessments in the course. Because assessments inform students of what they need to know and do, new learning opportunities need to be aligned well with assessments to be successful (see Refs. 3, 11, 40). As
the course progressed, explicit learning goals were developed that drove the creation of exam questions and accompanying course materials (examples, Table 3; Refs. 44, 45). These learning goals included not only what students needed to know (content knowledge; e.g., equations for Ohm’s law, equilibrium or resting membrane potentials), but also what students needed to be able to do (skill level; e.g., calculate a value, predict a change, etc.). Assuring that the instructional activities were matched to the level at which the students were expected to perform on exams was an important part of the success students achieved in the reformed course.

Third, we had significant student buy-in for the course revisions. Although students may not be best at recognizing what helps them learn or in assessing their true level of understanding (28, 30, 31), student attitudes are an indicator of student buy-in to teaching strategies. In turn, student buy-in and willingness to make use of the learning opportunities provided by an active learning classroom is critical to its success (35). On our end-of-term survey following the course reform, students overwhelmingly responded positively to the course. Over 90% of responding students both enjoyed and found in-class clicker questions helpful for their understanding, and all found homework helpful for their learning. Perhaps even more telling was the high use of optional resources, such as the homework help room. Seventy percent of responding students reported using the homework help room, much higher than the estimated 10–20% of students who previously came to instructor/TA office hours. In addition, the 70% of students using the help room, nearly all (93%) reported working with other students, indicating that not only were opportunities for peer learning provided, but students were utilizing these resources at a high level. Finally, students also reported finding the learning goals helpful as a study tool to help them focus on the most important material, to organize their notes, or for self-quizzing. In summary, not only were students performing at much higher cognitive levels, but they were accepting, enjoying, and using the tools that help them achieve those goals.

A final piece of the course reform’s success was the departmental/university level support for course reform, the lack of which is a strong barrier to reform. While course reforms began before any departmental support was available, in Fall 2006 the Integrative Physiology department became involved with the Science Education Initiative (SEI) on the University of Colorado Boulder campus and hired three STFs (52). The program provided several levels of support to the instructor, including SEI-sponsored workshops on evidence-based pedagogy that the instructor attended and the help of the STFs for course development. For example, the STFs helped the instructor to refine course goals and strategies and helped the instructor to develop explicit learning goals for the course, intentionally focusing on the alignment of course materials. The STFs were also able to help introduce the instructor to new techniques and approaches, provide emotional support when difficulties arose, and help administer and analyze student surveys. Additionally, with the encouragement and support of the STFs, the instructor applied for and received a University of Colorado Boulder President’s Teaching and Learning Collaborative award in 2008 to develop a way of measuring the effectiveness of the course reform efforts retrospectively. This award provided modest resources that allowed the instructor to collect data to inform instructional changes and sustain the reform effort.

Additional changes since 2008. Changes have continued to be made to the course based on the results documented above. Several of the more major changes are noted here. First, because lower-performing students take time to adapt to the changes, the exam structure has been altered for the course. Initially the course had three, equally weighted exams. Since 2008, a fourth exam has been added, and a student’s lowest

---

**Table 8. Examples of alignment between learning goals, practice (clicker, homework) questions, and exam questions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Learning Goal</th>
<th>Practice (Clicker, Homework) Question</th>
<th>Exam Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Given a change in a parameter that influences net driving force, equilibrium potential, or resting membrane potential, <strong>predict</strong> how this influences net driving force, equilibrium potential, resting membrane potential, or current across the membrane.</td>
<td>If the external concentration of sodium is doubled, will the resting membrane potential change? If the sodium permeability is transiently doubled, will the resting membrane potential change?</td>
<td>A drug is applied to a neuron that temporarily blocks a substantial portion (~65%) of the resting K⁺ ion channels in the neuron’s membrane preventing any ions from moving through these channels. What effect, if any would this drug have on the equilibrium potential of K⁺ in this neuron? What effect, if any, would this drug have on the resting membrane potential of the neuron?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>Predict</strong> the type of ion channel in a given functional region of a neuron for a novel scenario.</td>
<td>What type of gated ion channel would you most likely expect to find at the input region of the motor neuron (arrow) in the figure above?</td>
<td>Considering the 4 types of gating stimuli, which type of gated ion channel would you expect to be characteristic of the input region of this sensory afferent? Calculate the conductance(s) for this ion channel (based on the I–V data shown).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Calculate time and length constants, input resistance and input capacitance from graphical data (for ex., I–V data) or numerical values</td>
<td>Calculate the input resistance for this neuron, based on these I–V data. Calculate the conductance(s) for this ion channel (based on the I–V data shown).</td>
<td>Calculate the conductance(s) for this ion channel (based on the I–V data shown).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>Differentiate</strong> between electrical, chemical, and net driving forces, and, given a set of data, <strong>predict</strong> the direction or relative magnitude of the current flow (set or ionic) due to these forces and its effect on the membrane potential.</td>
<td>If the membrane potential is −60 mV and the equilibrium potential for chloride is −80 mV in a typical cell, what are the directions of the electrical, chemical, and net driving forces acting on chloride?</td>
<td>What are the directions of the chemical, electrical, and net driving forces acting on K⁺ in a typical neuron when the membrane potential is 55 mV?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
exam score is weighted one-half that of the other three exams, allowing students to perform poorly on one exam without it significantly affecting their overall performance in the course. The instructor feels this is an important course revision that rewards students who put forth the effort to modify their study practices into more effective learning experiences. Second, to further support students who take longer to adapt to the course format and help them better understand course expectations, a two-part, in-class activity was added that illustrates learning goal/exam alignment. Before the first exam, students are asked to match a subset of questions to a learning goal. Then after the first exam, the instructor matches examples of the exam questions with learning goals, clicker questions, and homework questions to demonstrate alignment and relevance of course learning activities (Table 8). Third, to help manage course resources by decreasing TA grading load, some open-response homework questions were converted to multiple choice questions that can be administered and graded online. Finally, as the homework help room was so popular with students, and students were utilizing it well by working with each other, the instructor expanded the number of help room hours to better accommodate student schedules. It is also worth noting that, perhaps as a side-effect of students utilizing this resource, students appearing in the instructor’s office hours are more focused on how to improve their study and exam-taking strategies, and rarely have questions about course material. This has led to many personalized discussions about study material to help improve the efficiency of students’ study habits.

**Conclusion.** While the improvement of student learning with the introduction of active learning techniques is not novel, it is unfortunately also not a guaranteed result following implementation in the classroom. The active learning environment in this neurophysiology course not only significantly improved higher-order learning in class overall but also promoted increased learning on lower cognitive skills. Furthermore, the active learning classroom helped both higher- and lower-performing students. While students in the bottom quartile of the class did not show improvement initially, they performed much better on the latter exams, indicating that giving students opportunities to adapt to new learning environments is important. The success of these reforms stemmed from a holistic inclusion of evidence-based teaching strategies, such as active learning, course alignment, student buy-in, and support structures for students and the instructor. Finally, in addition to showing a course reform that helped students move from LOC5 to HOC5, our approach to quantifying course reform can be a model for instructors to retroactively assess how their course changes have impacted student learning. For instructors who have been making changes without first putting scientific teaching assessment methods in place, Blooming course materials is a helpful approach to measure effectiveness of course reforms retrospectively.
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